**Fete Van Hengel**
And Thetas at WRA Banquet

Wallerago, Duffy
Honored by 120
College Women

Joan Vanhengel and Kappa Alpha Theta have honored 120 College Women of the two most awarded classes of the year at the WRA Award Banquet. Joan was chosen by the Board as the senior girl who best fulfills the qualities of leadership, scholarship, and service and was therefore honored with the Senior Award. The senator, likewise, was presented to the Thetas who have fulfilled most of the duties of the year.

Miss Welsh served a delicious creamed chicken dinner at Brakow Hall to the senior girls and guests of the class. Participation in the dinner has been very active in sports and social activities of the WRA and members of the faculty board and board by Watt. Jane Straub, Jean Brevick, chosen qualified for such an honor. Joeln Jensen, publicity chairman. The committee, under the direction of Halene, has also been invited. Shirley Gregor and Ann Decker were honored in volleyball while Miss Welch to the task of presiding over the board as the senior girl who best earned her way into the banquet.

The Thetas Give
Sum to WSSF

Kappa Alpha Theta and the facultyហាហះ the WSSF drive from the chamber of commerce. In addition, the Theta Board of Trustees have been approached to contribute to the campaign. The committee hopes that similar action may be taken by other units if they so desire.

Individual pledges should be paid in to the sorority office within the next week and a half. House captains will then tabulate the total number of pledges received. The total pledged amount will be contributed to the WSSF drive.

**Christian Science Lecture**

On Thursday evening, May 27 at 8 pm, Mr. Richard Carl of the Christian Science literature in the chapel. The lecture is sponsored by the First Church of Christian Science. The subject will be "Science, a Religion of Man," and will be given by Mr. Carl. The lecture is free and open to the public.

**Institute Wins Up 2**

**Conduct Poll for Student Opinion**

The first one of a series of polls played to be given tonight. The poll will be open in the little theater. It is hoped that the students will take the poll seriously and that their answer will be as accurate as possible.

**One Final Waltz**

The social head also announced this week the students honored to his committee to serve next year. The committee includes Don Ziegler, Barbara Womack, Jacky Danielis, and Carol Vivian.

**Sig Ep Formal**

The Sig Ep formal will definitely be held, and a regular dance will be held at the same time. The Sig Ep committee has been working hard to make the formal a success for all Sig Ep members.
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Enthusiastic Crowd Likes Colorful Concert

BY PAUL BOLLINGER

The spring concert by the Lawrence College Band and Orchestra held at Memorial Chapel Tuesday night served as a culmination of many of the musical activities of the Lawrence College. Unfortu-
nately, the program could not have been better arranged, for the principal feature of the program was the conductors in the orchestra, Eugene Kilmski has accepted a position as violin teacher and chamber music coach at the University of Southern Illinois, and Mr. Kilmski has expressed his desire to continue his work in Appleton.

In the two years that Mr. Kilmski has been in Appleton, he has developed a symphony orchestra of considerable merit whose semi-
normal concerts are typical of this type of music. In the orchestra, he has stressed the importance of good technique and the development of a fine ensemble. This has resulted in a fine orchestra that is capable of playing a wide variety of music.

The growth of the orchestra is evident in its instrumentation. The orchestra now includes a full complement of strings, woodwinds, brass, and percussion, and the musicians are well versed in the techniques of their instruments. The orchestra is well disciplined and has a fine sense of rhythm and phrasing.

The program included a variety of musical selections, ranging from classical music to contemporary works. The orchestra performed a concerto by Mozart, a symphony by Beethoven, and a piece by Stravinsky. The musicians displayed a high level of musical ability and technical proficiency.

The musical program was well received by the audience, who gave the musicians a standing ovation. The orchestra is a fine example of the quality of music education that is available at Lawrence College.
Devils Visit Devil’s Lake
Rocks “Educate” Twenty Geologists

There’s nothing like the spring geology field trip—you leave town with your bags under your arms and return, with them under your eyes and over your shoulder full of rocks,” one student said of a field trip he got out of the Chery Lakes area. This comment was made by nearly twenty slightly dirty but smiling and happy crew of geology students who skipped classes Friday of the many ways than next weekend.

The trip was to the Wisconsin Dells, Devil’s Lake and the Baraboo Range and chaperoned by Mr. Boyd and Mrs. Bendon.

“Lawrence university 1926,” Lawrie Stenton greeted the leave little band Friday afternoon on the boat trip up the upper Dells. Pictures were daily taken. Rock inventories, swallow holes, snakes and feats of muscular skill occupied most of the time.

The last mentioned entertainment was furnished by Don Churchill and Jim Pullivka who jumped off the mainland standing rock while the guide explained the rest of the group with tales of fatalities from that high place climbing in the Devil’s kitchen was found to be a slim and exciting business by all who tried it. They took to the hotel for a dinner and a showing of the films taken last year by the owner of the box.

Saturday morning at 8 a.m. Lawrence was never like this. Everyone who played up to sing around the piano played by George Cusimano wished they had turned in a little bit earlier because mountain climbing was on the agenda.

Mary Harquist proved herself expert at this sport by sliding all the way down the slope on a self-constructed sled. The geologists were busy looking for nicker marks on the face of the cliffs. Climbing up the countryside and another clambering ridge.

Phyllis Farwell officially became initiated into the Pierre Osclade Indian tribe in an afternoon trip through an abandoned iron mine.

The last note in the form of a supersalesman who recited poetry put al most everybody in the mood for the Foreman’s Ball that evening at the Dells.

There was but one sad note however.

Phyllis Farwell officially became initiated into the Pierre Osclade Indian tribe in an afternoon trip through an abandoned iron mine.
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The Art association recently had its officers for the coming year. Elected as president was Gla-

Gronholm. Dave Blackhouse and Gina Scettini were chosen as program chairman, Nan Balia as poster chairman and Don Balser as treasurer.
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Navy Moves Into Gym

The Appleton Naval Electronics Laboratory company X-16, has moved to its new quarters in the Lawrence college Alexander gymnasium. According to Lieutenant (jg) James R. Whitman, commanding officer, the new quarters will be maintained by the company’s employees.

The group will occupy two rooms, one of which will be on the first floor allowing easy access to an extensive antenna system on the roof. Eight positions for radio operators will be equipped with new-model receivers and interconnect- ed for remote laying with two units. A radio central will be installed with a remotely transmitted room adjacently. The two radio quarters will be maintained by dozens of telephone, intercommunicating sound-powered phones, the same as used aboard navy ships.

Visual signaling equipment includes trip 12-inch signal ranging over the city. Addis lamp for signaling to aircraft and signal flag. An automatic laboratory which contains test equipment for use is being installed.

The government has all the equipment necessary for a program of instruction which will include work in all phases of electronics. Men who are interested in some variety of the school may visit the quarters any Wednesday night from 7:30 to 9:30.

When You Want Sporting Goods

SEARS

103 E. College Ave.

“Seamprufe” Slips

FOR THE SWEET GIRL GRADUATE

Congratulate her with a gift that gives her everything the world in a slip... a fit as a slip has seldom fitted before... beauty Bur-Mil deep... tailored in Seamprufe’s new swing skirt fashion... Satin-banded in white or shell pink. Sizes 32 to 49.

395

Lingare - Third Floor

H.C. Prange Co.
Delis Give Party; Sig Eps and Phi Tau Dance

In the spotlight this weekend are several events related to campus life and activities. The Phi Epsilon Pi fraternity hosted a函数 at the Kell O’Brian party on Saturday, with its annual picnic on Sunday at Waupaca.

The Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity will also be celebrating with their annual spring dance. The event will be held at the estate of Dr. J. Johnson, on Saturday night.

The annual Phi Delta Theta dance will take place on Friday night at Valley Sporting Goods.

Fete Van Hengel And Thetas at Annual Banquet

We are happy to announce the hosting of the Fete Van Hengel and Thetas at Annual Banquet. The event will be held at the Sigma Chi Alpha house on May 10, elected the following day.

Corrections From Page 1

Marian Gallagher, Louise Goodwin, Mary Williams, Helen Van Holstien, Lois Ballew, Lois Merclinger, Mary Ann, and future members, Van Holstien and Solly Wood received band letters.

The tennis doubles tournament was won by Mrs. Becker and Mrs. Van Deven last fall and Marian Gallagher received recognition for her participation in the singles tournament this spring. Marian Becker also received the award for Most Valuable Softball player.

Margaret and Sue Taul, as the student body president and vice president of the Student Senate, will be elected for the coming year.

The exam will be read by two college professors and the student will be judged for the best performance.

The traditional theme of sea life for the annual trip to the Wisconsin Dells will be three sheets to the wind. The trip will be held at the estate of Dr. J. Johnson, on Saturday night.

The event will be held at the Valley Sporting Goods on Friday night at Valley Sporting Goods.
Mace and Mortor Board Tap Twelve At Convocation

CONTINUING FROM PAGE 1

Hollins and was a Shihh-ku club member.

Gail Orfield divides most of her time between her work as a student and her work as a member of the Alpha Chi Omega treasurer and the Lawrence Art Association. She is a member of the Phi Delta Theta fraternity and a Pan-Hellenic delegate for her work as a member of the French club and is a new electe of the Phi Delta Theta fraternity. Gail is a member of the Phi Delta Theta fraternity, a member of the Lawrence Art Association, and a member of the Lawrence Art Association.

Ethel Leneau, Sigma and Pi Sigma, is a member of the International Women's Association. A member of the executive board, she has been active in several activities on campus. She is president of the A Capella choir and has participated in several informal activities with the Lawrence women's association. She is a member of the German club and has been active in several committee projects and been a member of the Executive committee.

Maurice Brown, a fellowship student and a member of Phi Delta Theta, is the Lawrence Art Association chair. He also resigned. Mr. Walter Porges has also been acting as chairman, chairing the meeting of the Executive committee.

Dr. Harry Bergholtz has been at Lawrence for years. Mr. DuShane花费 is leaving for the University of Oregon for five years. She is taking a similar position at Milwaukee State Teachers college. Milwaukee is the home town of Dr. Bergholtz. In his new position he will be director of student affairs. Graduate students in government, combined, each year of women and men, the university testing and the community program.

The original plan was to set up a book exchange. The YMCA gifted evidence that a more economical exchange of books could be expected on the campus than in the downtown store. They thought there could be a market for used books on campus at a price specified by the seller, and doubted the minimal cost for handling. This situation has been diagnosed as a failure. It is thought that the downtown bookstore would be more convenient for the student body, but there have been no bookstores that have been successful in the past. The student body, where there is still no bookstores on campus, must have been decided unsatisfied.

Mr. Eugene Kilinski is leaving the position he will be director of student affairs. Mrs. Prior is leaving to be an instructor in the Spanish department. Mr. DuShane花费 has resigned.

The campus book exchange has been successful and since there is still no bookstores on campus, it must have been decided unsatisfied.

Contrary to other campus bookstores shows that half the enterprises have been successful and the other half failures. This situation will probably be settled next spring when the college and bookstore offers have been made.
Viking golfers will defend title against Beloit, the conference men outdid Carleton by five strokes, as Grinnell faded. With the Carls, the most school, Beloit, and Ripon. Last year's Beloit stopped the 1948 champions. The Iowans 40 1-3 24 12 4.

Girls to Get Compensation

After several weeks of discussion, a measure to aid those girls injured in the W R A athletic program was adopted by the Board. The new by-law to the constitution read as follows: During intercollegiate competition an injury should be reported to the athletic director. The measure requires medical attention from the school. A bill from the doctor prescribed for the president, vice-president and the intercollegiate committee on payment will be determined by the stated committee. A maximum of $25 will be paid.

VIKE NETMEN MEET BELOIT, NEW CHAMPS

The Lawrence college men team will go to Carroll college tomorrow, to compete in the Wisconsin State meet against Carroll, Beloit and Ripon. Second place winners in the track and field in the Beloit conference, the Grinnell, can expect to do no better this week. and the third place trophies will be presented at the banquet.

303, Dean B. A. Dott's, and Phi Delta Pi whose trophies nnd letters will be presented at the banquet. Sally Wood, Alice Fink, and number two doubles teams in Ripon. with the Grinnell ace. Before this game had minor effect on the final standings to be at the Grinnell conference meet against Carroll, Beloit and Ripon. Sayres has one year of varsity competition left. In addition to this feature match, the number one and number two doubles teams in the conference will be paired again. Coach Bernie Hessleton will probably use the same four men that took third place at the conference meet last week at the Wisconsin State College Meet at Waukesha tomorrow. Coach Bernie Hessleton will probably use the same four men that took third place at the conference meet last week. Coach Bernie Hessleton will probably use the same four men that took third place at the conference meet last week.
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Carl Laumann - Medallist

In woeer at the Midwest conference golf meet last week end at Grinnell, Iowa, as the rule linksman come from his kind to take the low title. Laumann, a sophomore, is a staff photographer of The Headlight and was named the outstanding student of the freshman class last year by Mace.
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The Pressbox

The Lawrence	

By Ed Stanici

The varsity squad will be a powerhouse for the Lawrence freshmen, captured firsts in broad jump, third in the discus and fourth in the high hurdles, thus proving to be the big gun for the Lawrence* literary magazine will be delivered the end of next week. Students interested in applying for a position on the staff of next year's magazine may do so until today by presenting their applications to Elizabeth Forster, next year's editor-in-chief, not later than today."

The Viking dynasty over the Midwest conference track title finally crumbled last Saturday. The dethroning took place at Grinnell, Iowa, and the host school effectuated the odious deed. The Pioneers, hospitable to visiting teams in every project except on the oval, amassed 40 1/3 points just shading Carleton with 38 1/3. Our Vikes were never in the running and finished behind the aforementioned leaders and Beloit and Monmouth.

The Blue and White was not without its share of glory, however, as attested by Bob Whitelaw's stellar performance in the 220 yard dash; Bob traversed the route in 21.2 seconds, a new conference mark, finishing second in a much disputed finish to Bonyata of Grinnell. The two dash men matched strides for about the whole straightaway and hit the tape together. After considerable deliberation, Bonyata was adjudged the winner in a race which should have rightfully been declared a dead heat. Other commendable feats were: Weaver's third in the broad jump (12-3) and fifth in the high jump; Schmidt's third in the mile (4:42); Discher's fourth in that same event; Soto's third in the 440 yard run and pole vault. Indication that next year's team will play host to the Midwest conference track championships. With practically all of this year's team returning, except VanderHeyden, Clark and Discher, and with the addition of several standouts from this frosh squad, the Midwest trophy, now resting amongst the corn stalks, will probably be returned to this campus on or about June 1, 1949.

Tennis Team
Scores Seven Points in Meet

Lawrence's tennis team emerged unscathed in the finals of the Midwest conference meet at Grinnell last Saturday but was overwhelmed by a stronger Beloit aggregation.

WHERE THERE'S COKE THERE'S REFRESHMENT

WHY... I smoke Chesterfield

(DRINK Coca-Cola

Copyright 1948, Accent & Allen Tobacco Co.)
A liberal arts ideal? Entirely 3%. For the most part 71%. Only a little 11%. Unimportant 4%. Strongly 4%. Yes 45%, No 25%. Those two questions asked separately, assume that the seniors know the aim of a liberal arts college. Together the questions show that they favor liberal arts education and they feel that they have gained from it.

4. Do you think that a large school (University) would have given you a broader education than the one you have had here? Yes 95%, No 3%.

5. Would you recommend Lawrence to other students who are thinking of attending a college? Yes 70%, No 27%, No opinion 3%.

6. In general, do you feel that the administration and faculty are making improvements in Lawrence? Lawrence. Yes 65%, No 29%.

7. In the great poems one can get into a religious feeling at times, they speak almost as often with the mind as with the heart. As it turned out I got a pretty good education of that kind at Lawrence. It is true that the administration couldn't help but be a little bit busier than before the war. I had to work harder to get my education, but I think I got a better one as a result of it!

8. Did you feel that you have been adequately prepared for the work you are doing? Yes 65%, No 35%.

9. Do you feel that the senior could have given you a broader education than the one you have had here? Yes 95%, No 3%.

10. Are you a satisfied Lawrence alumnus? Yes 93%, No 7%, No opinion 0%.

11. Do you feel that you have been encouraged as a liberal to think for yourself? Yes 60%, No 40%, No opinion 0%.

12. How do you feel that the school has been a success from a social point of view? Yes 90%, No 10%.

13. Do you feel that the school is making a profit out of the students? Yes 58%, No 42%. No opinion — 0%.

14. Did you believe in a Liberal Arts ideal? Entirely 3%. For the most part 71%. Only a little 11%. Unimportant 4%. Strongly 4%. Yes 45%, No 25%. Those two questions asked separately, assume that the seniors know the aim of a liberal arts college. Together the questions show that they favor liberal arts education and they feel that they have gained from it.

15. Do you believe that academic work is too theoretical for you? Yes 10%, No 90%.

16. Do you believe in a Liberal Arts ideal? Entirely 3%. For the most part 71%. Only a little 11%. Unimportant 4%. Strongly 4%. Yes 45%, No 25%. Those two questions asked separately, assume that the seniors know the aim of a liberal arts college. Together the questions show that they favor liberal arts education and they feel that they have gained from it.

17. Do you feel that academic work is too theoretical for you? Yes 10%, No 90%.

18. Are you a satisfied Lawrence alumnus? Yes 93%, No 7%, No opinion 0%.

19. Do you feel that you have been adequately prepared for the work you are doing? Yes 65%, No 35%.

20. In general, do you feel that the administration and faculty are making improvements in Lawrence? Lawrence. Yes 65%, No 29%.

21. In the great poems one can get into a religious feeling at times, they speak almost as often with the mind as with the heart. As it turned out I got a pretty good education of that kind at Lawrence. It is true that the administration couldn't help but be a little bit busier than before the war. I had to work harder to get my education, but I think I got a better one as a result of it!